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We Give Our Best To Be Our Best

Our Vision: All students to achieve their full potential and to develop into confident, well-rounded citizens.
Supervision Times:

Before 8:30-The Foyer

8:30 Morning Yard Duty

3:30-3:45pm Afternoon Yard Duty
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ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE
I am participating in the Inner Gippsland Bullying Prevention
Project with other primary and secondary schools to develop an
coordinated and consistent approach to managing bullying with
Wellbeing a goal to reduce the number of students that report being
bullied.
To achieve these outcomes  At IKPS, as a community, we will increase awareness, knowledge and
skills to build the schools capability and improve practices for
preventing and responding to bullying
 We will be building our knowledge of evidenced based, best practice
approaches to bullying prevention and response.
Definition of bullying
Why is a national definition needed?
The current research in bullying and cyberbullying for use in school
communities showed that a shared understanding of what bullying and
cyberbullying are is an essential starting point for positive and lasting
responses within the whole community.
National definition of bullyingBullying is an ongoing and deliberate misuse
of power in relationships through repeated
verbal, physical and/or social behaviour that
intends to cause physical, social and/or
psychological harm. It can involve an
individual or a group misusing their power, or
perceived power, over one or more persons
All three aspects need to be
who feel unable to stop it from happening.
present in order for behaviour

DIARY DATES
June
23rd Science Multi-Age Day
25th End Term 2, 2.30pm finish
July
12th Start Term 3
30th PFA FUNraising event

ILLNESSES
Please only send students who are
100% well to school.
The current illnesses spreading
around are causing high student
and staff absences which impacts
on learning consistency. If sick, staff
are away for a minimum of two
days causing disruption to their class
program and their students;
learning.

to be called bullying.

Bullying can happen in person or online, via
various digital platforms and devices and it can be obvious (overt) or
SILENT AUCTION
hidden (covert). Bullying behaviour is repeated, or has the potential to be
DONATIONS
repeated, over time (for example, through sharing of digital records)
Bullying of any form or for any reason can have immediate, medium and
PFA are requesting donations
long-term effects on those involved, including bystanders. Single incidents
of goods or services for the
and conflict or fights between equals, whether in person or online, are not
Silent Auction at the
defined as bullying.
Kathy Jones
upcoming Trivia Night
The Learning Tutor program has been a great success at our school
Please contact Janelle
due to:
 Our talented and dedicated tutors
Forrest or the school
Learning Catch  The partnership between tutors and teachers
( 56 741 253)
Up and
 And most of all, the students who have engaged so
Extension
purposefully in their lessons.
I am pleased to announce that we are able to extend the program into Term 3 and 4 in various forms.
I am also pleased to announce that Tania McLaren will be conducting classes with high achieving students
identified in the Excellence in Schools program and by our school based data.
“We at Inverloch and Kongwak Primary Schools, acknowledge that we live and learn on
the traditional lands of the Boon wurrung and Bunurong people. We pay respect to the Elders past and
present, and pay respect to the emerging leaders in our schools.”

The new iPads are now out and in Junior classrooms– all ready to enhance learning programs and
differentiate learning to meets student needs greater. I’ll have some students report on their use next
week.
Brett Smith

COVID update


Parents welcome back on grounds.



Face masks inside for parents/carers and visitors



QR Code check in (or sign in) for parents and visitors entering buildings (except passing through
the foyer)

School Council News
School Council met Thursday by Zoom. The Mobile Phone policy and Yard Supervision policy were
updated and will be loaded to the school’s website shortly.
There will be a Pupil Free Day on Monday 16th August to undertake and complete Annual
Implementation Plan actions including
 Essential Maths and English Curriculum
 Digital Learning

‘WE ARE ALL SCIENTISTS.’
Our next Multiage Day is Wednesday 23rd June with the theme being ‘WE ARE ALL
SCIENTISTS’ and it is a dress up day.
Come dressed as:
A scientist,
a famous scientist -wear a name badge
An occupation that uses science
A piece of scientific equipment
Hints:
Pinterest
Google
Use toys to transforms students into scientists (a toy bird ->an ornithologist,

toy dinosaurs-> palaeontologist, toy dolphin->marine biologist…The
options are endless!)

ART NEWS
Our Artist of the Week is Grayson in
Grade 2 with his assemblage
sculpture using found materials.
Grayson’s design is based on a raft
concept.

Dental Van Visit return
Some students were not seen by
the Dental Van during the last
visit. They will be returning to
see students on 2nd, 3rd and 4th
August. During the visit parents/
carers will get a call from a
member of the Dental team to
discuss any further treatment

